What is the difference between settings_refresh_timer and
prov_polling_period? How do they relate to each other?
Snom phones firmware has a large amount of call features to offer, enabling the user to make the most out of his desk phone.
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Introduction:
Starting with version 8.9.3.70 snom has introduced new settings(prov_polling_enabled, prov_polling_mode, prov_polling_period, prov_polling_time, prov_p
olling_time_rand_end) in addition to the known settings_refresh_timer setting to make the updating of provisioning data on the phones flexible and more
efficient and thus allow administrators to determine exactly when the data is pulled from the provisioning server.
The new settings shouldn't be combined with settings_refresh_timer hence use either the settings_refresh_timer or use the prov_polling_enabled setting.

The settings are accessed via phone Web User Interface under Advance/Update:

Use Cases:
See the following use cases to better understand the benefits of these new settings:

Case 1:
prov_polling_enabled=on
prov_polling_mode=random
prov_polling_period=86400
prov_polling_time=18:00
prov_polling_time_rand_end=18:10

InThis case you will have provisioning every day between 18:00-18:10, starting from the next day after setting being set. A general rule: If
prov_polling_period >= 1 day, provisioning will occur randomly in specific time interval inside this prov_polling_period.

Case 2:
prov_polling_enabled=on
prov_polling_mode=random
prov_polling_period=1
prov_polling_time=18:00
prov_polling_time_rand_end=18:10

In this case, the period is 1s and will have provisioning every 1s, regardless of the time start and time end. A general rule, if the period is less
than one day, phones will check for upgrades at any time of the prov_polling_period randomly. Time start and end is not used in this case.
A general rule: if the period is less than one day, phones will check for upgrades at any time of the prov_polling_period randomly. Time start and
end is not used in this case.

Case 3:
prov_polling_enabled=on
prov_polling_mode=absoulte
prov_polling_period=86401
prov_polling_time=18:00
prov_polling_time_rand_end=08:30

In this case all phones will check for upgrades at 18:00.
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VoIP Essentials
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Find a local partner
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